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Spectra in the 7.10 to 8.60 Å range from highly charged copper ions are observed from three different
laser-produced plasmas~LPPs!. The LPPs are formed by a 15-ns Nd:glass laser pulse~type I: Epulse51 –8 J,
l51.064mm), a 1-ps Nd:glass laser pulse~type II: Epulse51 J, l51.055mm), and a 60-fs Ti:sapphire laser
pulse ~type III: Epulse5800 mJ, l5790 nm). The spectra of high-n (n<14) transitions in highly charged
copper ions, Cu191 to Cu211, are recorded with a high energy resolution (l/Dl53000–8000) spectrometer
using a spherically bent mica or quartz crystal. Collisional-radiative models are computed for the emission
from each plasma. The sensitivity of the model spectra to opacity effects and to populations of superthermal
electrons is studied. For the type I LPPs, opacity effects, treated with escape factors, are necessary to get the
correct relative intensities of high-n (n55, 6! Ne-like Cu191 emission features. In the case of the type II LPPs,
the contrast between the laser prepulse and the main pulse has been varied from low,I main/I pp573104, to
high, I main/I pp53.83107. For plasmas from low contrast shots, we find good agreement between the observed
spectra and optically thin simulations with bulk electron temperaturesTbulk50.4 keV and a small population of
superthermal electrons (Thot55.0 keV) that isf hot<1025 of the bulk electron population. For high-contrast
type II LPPs, we find higher densities and a combination off hot;1025 and escape factors best describes the
data. For the type III 60-fs LPPs, a population of superthermal electrons (Thot'5 keV) that is'531025 of
the bulk electron population (Tbulk'0.2 keV) is required to reproduce the observed spectra. The effect of both
escape factors and hot electrons in the CR models is to increase the ionization balance and dramatically
increase the number of strong lines for each ion considered. We have studied both opacity effects and hot-
electron influence on high-n transitions of highly charged Ne-, F-, and O-like ions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.016402 PACS number~s!: 52.38.2r, 32.30.Rj, 52.25.Os
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I. INTRODUCTION

The development of methods to create and diagnose
dense plasmas is of great interest for many applications
cluding inertial confinement fusion@1# and the interaction of
matter with short laser pulses@2–4#. Plasmas with therma
electron distributions with temperatures of hundreds of
are produced over scales of tens of nanometers by the i
action of short duration~tens to hundreds of fs! laser pulses
with solid density matter@5,6#. Populations of hot electron
are known to be produced@7,8# by several nonlinear absorp
tion mechanisms such as resonant absorption@9#, vacuum
heating @10#, and forward scattering instabilities in th
strongly driven regime@11#. The presence of a preforme
plasma can strongly enhance the production of hot elect
1063-651X/2003/67~1!/016402~14!/$20.00 67 0164
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@12,13#. Hot electrons created during the interaction of su
picosecond, high-intensity lasers with both solid targets a
clusters of atoms in gas jets have significant effects on
x-ray radiative properties of the produced plasmas. Th
effects have been studied extensively in recent years. Pr
ous spectroscopic work has noted the effect of beams of
electrons on theK-shell spectra of light ions in pulsed powe
experiments@14,15# and laser produced plasmas~LPPs!
@16–18#. A two-temperature plasma model with a low
temperature Maxwellian electron distribution function~EDF!
and a small hot electron fraction (1025–1023) at a much
higher energy has been successful in describingK-shell
emission spectra from solid Mg and Al laser targets@14,16#.
A two-temperature model with small fractions of hot ele
trons (1027–1025) has been successful in describingK-shell
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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emission spectra from laser-irradiated Ar gas jets@17,19–21#
and plasma focus devices@15#. These studies have demo
strated that hot electrons drive the ionization balance
higher charge states@15# and augment the intensity of inne
shell satellite lines@16#. Very recently, the effect of hot elec
trons on the spectral shape of 4→2 L-shell transitions in
near-neonlike krypton ions following the irradiation of clu
ters of krypton atoms with a high-intensity, subpicoseco
laser has been quantified@22#. In the present paper, we loo
in detail at the kinetics of higher-n (n>5) Rydberg lines of
Ne-, F-, and O-like copper ions.

The interaction of low to moderate intensity lasersI
51010 to 1014 W/cm2) with solid targets is well understoo
@9#. The present work does not address issues with la
energy deposition processes or target-heat conduction
cesses. Rather, this work uses high-resolution spectros
of L-shell x-ray spectra to illustrate the sensitivity of dia
nostic simulations to various issues such as plasma ion
absorption of line radiation and the sensitivity to populatio
of high-energy electrons beyond the bulk, Maxwellian ele
tron distribution. The spectrum of high-n transitions in Ne-,
Na-, F-, and O-like ions has a complicated structure; we h
done a separate work to identify and classify these transit
@23#. In the present work, we investigate in detail the infl
ence of optical thickness and hot electrons on the kine
model for spectral intensities. Using multiple laser facilitie
we vary laser-flux density by changing the energy and s
size of the laser focus. This allows us to obtain differe
plasma conditions and helps not only to discriminate
tween the lines of different charge states, but in some ca
to illuminate different population channels and to see m
clearly which spectral lines start to appear with increas
flux density and decreasing laser-pulse duration. Specific
we look at copper emission spectra from plasm
formed by lasers with I'1011–1012 W/cm2, with I
'1014–1016 W/cm2, and with I'1018 W/cm2 ~which we
designate type I, II, and III, respectively—they are describ
in detail in Secs. II and V!. We demonstrate that for the typ
I LPPs, the escape factor description of opacity effects
required for high-n members of the Ne-like Rydberg serie
For the type II and type III LPPs, we find that populations
multi-keV electrons that are small fractions (f
51026–1025) of the bulk electron population (Tbulk
50.2–0.3 keV) are necessary to reproduce the obse
data. There is some evidence that the type II spectra
exhibit opacity effects.

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II the la
systems creating the three types of plasmas studied and
targets used are presented. In Sec. III our atomic kine
model is presented, along with a description of the atom
data that are input. In Sec. IV the analysis of the mo
sensitivity to changes in electron temperature and densit
optical depths, and to the presence of hot electrons is stud
In Sec. V, opacity effects on type I plasmas, the diagnosi
very high-n spectra in type II LPPs, and an analysis of h
electrons in a type III LPP spectrum are presented. In S
VI, a discussion of this work and other recent, related w
is presented. A summary of our results is given in Sec. V
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II. EXPERIMENT DESCRIPTION

Three laser installations have been used for measurem
of x-ray spectra from copper plasmas. The first set of exp
ments~so-called type I! was carried out in the Tor Vergat
University of Roma~Italy! where plasma was produced u
ing the fundamental output wavelength of a Nd:glass la
1.055 mm, in a vacuum chamber, which has a pressure
1022 mbar. The laser source was a Quantel Nd:glass la
delivering pulses with a maximum energy of 20 J and
temporal duration of 12–15 ns. It consisted of a chain of t
Nd:YAG ~YAG, yttrium aluminum garnet! and two Nd:glass
amplifiers. The repetition rate was limited to 1 shot/min
minimize the thermal lens effect. A 20 cm focal-length do
blet lens focused the laser beam on the target at a 45° a
of incidence. The estimated beam diameter at the focal p
was 300mm. In our experiments the laser energy was var
between 1–8 J. The resulting intensity on target for typ
experiments is 1011–1012 W/cm2.

The second set of experiments~type II! were carried out
on the ‘‘Neodym’’ laser facility@24# at the Central Researc
Institute of Machine Building near Moscow. The laser ener
was up to 1.0 J, and the pulse duration in these experim
was kept to 1 ps. The fundamental wavelength of
Nd:glass laser was used. The laser pulses were focused i
focal spot with diameter within the range of 100 to 900mm,
yielding a peak intensity within the range from 1014 to
1017 W/cm2. In such a setup there are two types of prepul
before the main pulse. The first prepulse arises from am
fied spontaneous emission in the regenerative amplifier. T
prepulse occurs for about 8 ns before the main pulse and
'0.3 mJ of energy, such that the intensity contrast,I main/I pp
~the peak intensity to prepulse intensity ratio! is about 1.3
3107. In our experiments we did not change this prepul
The second prepulse arises from the many pass regim
amplification in the regenerative amplifier and the fin
transmission of Pockel cells. This prepulse occurs for ab
13 ns before the main pulse and had duration of pulse e
to 1 ps. In the type II experiments we changed the inten
of this prepulse: ‘‘low contrast’’—the intensity contrast
about 73104 and ‘‘high contrast’’—the intensity contrast i
about 3.83107.

In the upper panel of Fig. 1, two picosecondI
51016 W/cm2) LPP spectra produced with high~middle! and
low ~bottom! ratios of the main pulse to the prepulse pe
intensities are shown. The 2p-nd and 2s-np Ne-like transi-
tions are indicated with the standard notation. There is li
obvious difference between the two type II spectra. Sho
for comparison is a high-intensity (I 51012 W/cm2) spec-
trum from the type I experiments, there are fewer lines fro
higher charge states (Cu201 and Cu211) in the type I spec-
trum. Shown in the lower panel of Fig. 1 is a comparis
between two LPP spectra from the type II experiments
which the focusing lens has been moved from best fo
~middle! to a 1 mmdisplacement~bottom!. This results in a
lower plasma temperature in the bottom trace, as is dem
strated by the diminished F-like Cu201 ion features. Also
shown is a low-intensity spectrum from the type I expe
ments. The same reduction in signal from lines of the io
2-2
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FIG. 1. ~Upper! Two ps-pulse
LPP spectra recorded with hig
and low contrast between th
main laser pulse and the prepuls
Both spectra are for the laser a
best focus. Also shown is a high
intensity 15-ns-pulse LPP spec
trum. ~Lower! Two ps-pulse LPPs,
both with high contrast between
the main pulse and the prepuls
and with the laser at best focu
and with the lens moved 1 mm
from best focus. Also shown is a
low-intensity 15-ns-pulse LPP
spectrum.
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more highly charged than the Ne-like Cu191 is seen compar-
ing the type I traces in the upper and lower panels of Fig

The third set of experiments~type III! was performed
with the Saclay~France! 10-TW laser~UHI10!, which was
designed to generate 60-fs pulses at a 10-Hz repetition
@25#. It employs the standard chirped pulse amplificati
~CPA! @26,27# technique. Ti:sapphire rods are used as
lasing medium and the operating wavelength of the syste
790 nm. In order to produce such high-power ultrash
pulses with a good contrast, first, the low-energy ultrash
pulse is stretched up to 300 ps by an aberration free Of
stretcher. The pulse energy is about 1.8 J after four stage
amplification. Then the compression is performed in
vacuum chamber directly connected to the experime
chamber. The contrast, measured with a high dynamic c
correlator, is about 1025 at 1 ps, and about 1027 at several
01640
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ns. The total energy in the laser pulse is about 800 mJ.
80-mm-diameter laser beam was focused with anf /2.35 off-
axis parabolic mirror onto copper targets, which were plac
at a 22.5° angle from the direction of the incident las
beam. The focal spot diameter measured in vacuum
about 30mm, giving a laser intensity on the target in th
1018 W/cm2 range.

In a recent work, we have identified in detail the copp
ion line features in the 7.50 to 8.70 Å range@23#. In that
paper, we describe the accuracy of our wavelength calib
tions and the energy resolution for the same spectrom
setup@28–30# used here in the Nd:glass experiments. Bas
on systematic variation of laser pulse energy, we identifi
the high-n Rydberg lines of the Ne-like spectrum as well
high-n Na-like satellite transitions and lines from the mo
highly charged F- and O-like ions. The calculated domin
2-3
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FIG. 2. Nd:glass LPP spectra
type I ~lens shifted 5 mm from
best focus! and type II~1-ps laser
pulse!, and a type III Ti:sapphire
~60-fs laser pulse! LPP spectrum.
Evidence of hot electrons is vis
ible in the ps and fs LPPs.
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j j -basis state for the upper level of each observed trans
is given in our paper; the labels given in Tables II–V of R
@23# are used to identify spectral features in the figures t
follow. Figure 2 contrasts data taken in the type I, II, and
experiments for laser intensities of'731010, 1016, and
1018 W/cm2, respectively. In the case of the 1-ps experime
the contrast between the main pulse and the prepulse w
the high regime ('107). Enhancement of F-like Cu201 ion
features in the type II and III spectra is evidence of h
electron populations, this will be discussed in Sec. V.

In the type I and II experiments, a stepped target w
used; one part of the target contained cooper, while the
ond part contained NaF, Mg, or Al, which produced spec
lines used for reference wavelengths. The height of the s
was 300–800mm. Between laser shots, the target w
moved in the plane perpendicular to the laser beam to ob
spectra of the material investigated and reference mate
on the same spectrograph film. The target step serve
physically separate the two spectral images on the film.
type III ~60 fs! experiments did not have the calibration lin
on the same film as the Cu spectra, thus there is a la
uncertainty in the position of the observed lines in the cop
data from the Saclay experiments. Each target was used
1–10 shots in Nd:glass laser experiments, and 200 sho
Ti:sapphire laser experiments.

III. KINETICS CALCULATIONS

In what follows, we simulate the observed line intensit
for high-n Rydberg lines in near-neonlike ions~Mg-like
Cu171 to O-like Cu211) using a steady-state collisiona
radiative model. The ion kinetics that give rise to the o
served emission account for the effects of hot electron po
lations on collisional excitation and ionization ra
coefficients, and opacity effects on the strength of individ
lines. A recent work@22# on theL-shell spectra of Kr ions
illuminated by long~ns scale! and short~60 fs! duration laser
pulses reaches a similar conclusion to what we find in
present work. That is, the opacity effects in the model
01640
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necessary to reproduce the observed relative strengths o
features in the long pulse spectra from solid targets, and
a population of multi-keV hot electrons is necessary to
produce the distribution of charge states seen in the sh
pulse spectra.

Line intensities from the data in the present work ha
been compared with synthetic spectra calculated us
atomic data from the HULLAC package@31–33#. Figure 3
shows the synthetic collisional-radiative~CR! spectra for
Mg- to O-like Cu171 to Cu211 in the 7.1 to 8.6 Å range. The
energy levels and radiative transition rates, along with au
ionization rates@34#, are calculated by RELAC@31,32#. All
levels with principal quantum numbern<9 have been al-
lowed to interact in the calculation of the structure and ra
for each ion. Electron impact excitation collision cross se
tions between all levels of each ion are computed semir
tivistically in the distorted wave approximation usin
RELAC’s multiconfiguration wave functions by the tech
nique of Bar-Shalom, Klapisch, and Oreg@33#. Collisional
excitation rate coefficients are found by averaging the co
sional cross sections over a Maxwellian electron veloc

FIG. 3. ~Color! Collisional-radiative spectra for Mg-, Na-, Ne-
F-, and O-like ~bottom to top! Cu ions. The calculation hasTe

5250 eV, Ne51021 cm23, and escape factors calculated for a
assumed plasma diameterL550 mm.
2-4
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INFLUENCE OF OPTICAL THICKNESS AND HOT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016402 ~2003!
distribution at either the bulk (Tbulk or Te) or hot (Thot)
electron temperature. Direct ionization rate coefficie
@35,36# and photoionization cross sections@37#, have been
computed from all fine-structure energy levels. The rates
the inverse three-body and radiative recombination proce
have been found by detailed balance of the forward rat
the bulk temperature. The rate coefficient for radiationl
capture~leading to dielectronic recombination! into the lev-
els of the Mg-, Na-, and Ne-like ions has been found
detailed balance of the corresponding autoionization rate

All level energies and rate coefficients have been ente
into the CR rate matrix for the Cu ions of the present wo
and the resulting steady state level populations are t
found according to

dnj

dt
505(

iÞ j
niRi , j2nj(

iÞ j
Rj ,i , ~1!

wherenj is the population in levelj, andRi , j is the rate at
which population leaves leveli and goes to levelj, possibly
belonging to a neighboring ion. The resulting intensity for
observed line is given by

I j ,i5njAj ,i , ~2!

whereAj ,i is the radiative transition rate.
We assume a bi-Maxwellian distribution to account f

the effects of hot electrons on collisional excitation and io
ization. That is, we assume a bulk Maxwellian electron d
tribution represented by temperatureTbulk and a second
much smaller Maxwellian electron distribution represen
by Thot. The Maxwell-Boltzmann probability of finding an
electron in the energy rangeE to E1dE is given by

P~E,Te!dE5
2E1/2

p1/2~kBTe!
3/2

expS 2E

kBTe
DdE, ~3!

wherekB is the Boltzmann constant. The rate coefficientg
for an electron impact transition at some temperatureTe is
given by averaging the energy dependent cross section
the reaction over the distribution of electron velocities,

g~Te!5E
Eth

`

vs~E!P~E,Te!dE, ~4!

where Eth is the threshold energy for the transition andv
5A2E/m. The effectiverate coefficient for electron impac
excitation or ionization is given by

J5~12 f hot!g~Tbulk!1 f hotg~Thot!, ~5!

whereJ is in cm3 s21, g is the rate coefficient for eithe
process at the specified temperature, andf hot is the ratio of
the number in the hot distribution to the number in the h
and bulk distributions,

f hot5
Ne~Thot!

Ne~Tbulk!1Ne~Thot!
. ~6!
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For the present work, we have computed synthetic spe
with f hot51027, 531027, 1026, 231026, 331026, 5
31026, 1025, 231025, and 531025. Above 1026, the re-
sponse of the F- and O-like ions in the simulation is sensit
to the value off hot.

We have included the effects of plasma self-absorption
our steady-state level population calculations with esc
factors@38,39# on the radiative decay rates

Aeff5eAj ,i , ~7!

whereAeff is the effective transition rate in the presence
photon trapping ande is the escape factor that depends
the atomic mass, the ion temperature, and the plasma ra
For this work, we assume an isothermal, spherical plas
with a diameter ranging from 30 to 150mm and an ion
temperatureTion5

2
3 Te or Te , for computing thermal broad

ening contributions to each transition’s line width. We fin
that the choice of ion temperature has almost no effect on
computed self-absorption in each synthetic spectrum. Pho
trapping redistributes the level population in the conside
ions, particularly enhancing the population in the upper le
els of strong transitions. The altered level populations m
that the absorption is different; the calculation is iterated
til a self-consistent solution for the escape factors is reach
The enhanced level populations are redistributed by co
sions, and in some cases, significantly enhance the emis
in previously weak lines~discussed below!.

IV. MODEL SENSITIVITIES

A. Electron temperature and density

Figure 4 showsTe dependence in the CR spectra f
highly charged copper ions. The average copper-ion cha
increases asTe goes from 200 to 500 eV from 18.76 t
20.70, thus going from a fraction of an electron in t
M-shell to an average charge state that is dominated
O-like Cu211. This is reflected in Fig. 4 as the F- and O-lik
lines become more prominent with increasing temperatu
By Te5400 eV, the characteristic Ne-like lines are le
prominent than features composed of multiple strong F-
O-like transitions.

Figure 5 shows the electron-density dependence in the
spectra for highly charged copper ions in theNe range of
interest to the present work.

As the electron density goes from 1020 to
531021 cm23, the average ion charge increases from 18
to 19.27 for fixedTe5250 eV. As the density increase
above 531021, the model predicts that recombination
strongly enhanced and the average ion charge actually d
again, reaching 18.84 at 531022 cm23. Above Ne
5531021 cm23, the populations in the levels of the Ne- an
F-like ions are near to local thermodynamic equilibrium w
the levels of the ground configuration of the F- and O-li
ions, respectively. The only visible effect of changing dens
in Fig. 5 is an enhancement at high density of high-ene
(l,8.1 Å) F-like features that make up a weak bac
ground.This is due to strong three-body and radiative reco
bination from the O-like ion.
2-5
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B. Optical depths

The relative intensities ofnC and nD lines in Ne-like
ions are used as diagnostics of both temperature and de
in many plasmas@40#. For high-density plasmas, it is esse
tial to account for self-absorption of neonlike line radiati
in order to calculate accurately the ratios of diagnostic lin
Figure 6 shows the dependence on optical depth, as re
sented by escape factors, for the CR calculations by vary
the assumed plasma diameter,L. The most obvious effect o
the escape factors is to reduce the strength of the 5D line
relative to the 4A, 4B, and 5C lines, and to reduce the
strength of 6D relative to 6C. The inclusion of the optica
depths in the simulations also shifts the calculated ioniza
balance significantly higher, from̂Z&519.10 in the optically
thin case~middle panel of Fig. 5! to ^Z&519.56 in theL
5150 mm calculation, and the fractions of F- and Ne-lik
ions go from 0.207 to 0.522 and 0.664 to 0.376, respectiv
This is due to increased ionization from excited levels w

FIG. 4. Optically thin CR spectra for Mg-, Na-, Ne-, F-, an
O-like Cu ions computed forNe51021 cm23 and different electron
temperatures. Each line feature has been given a Gaussian p
with a 3.0mÅ FWHM.
01640
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enhanced population in the models with escape factors.
ducing the assumed plasma diameter for the escape fa
calculation reduces the enhancement of the population in
cited levels, and thus the total rate of ionization, as seen
Fig. 6.

Another effect seen in the simulations with escape fact
is that thenF andnG lines are strikingly enhanced. Partl
this is a relative increase since thenC andnD lines are more
strongly absorbed than the correspondingnF andnG lines.
There is also an absolute enhancement due to collisio
transfer of population in the 2p5nd levels to the 2p5ns up-
per levels of thenF and nG transitions. The population in
the 2p5nd upper levels of thenC and nD transitions is
greatly enhanced (;34 for L5100mm! because the escap
factor in Eq. ~7! suppresses the drain channels from the
levels, thus creating a source for enhancing thenF andnG
lines.

file

FIG. 5. Optically thin CR spectra for Mg-, Na-, Ne-, F-, an
O-like Cu ions computed forTe5250 eV and different electron
densities. Each line feature has been given a Gaussian profile w
3.0 mÅ FWHM.
2-6
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C. Hot electron populations

We now study the effect on our spectral models of
inclusion of a small distribution of hot electrons, both wi
and without escape factors. The dependence of the synt
spectrum~including Cu211 to Cu171) on hot electron fraction
for the optically thin case is shown in Fig. 7. The simulatio
assumeTbulk5200 eV, Ne51021 and 1022 cm23, and Thot
55 keV, conditions that are typical of the Nd:glass a
Ti:sapphire experiments in the present work. The F-like tr
sitions labeled by greek letters in Fig. 7 are defined in R
@23#. The results show a dramatic enhancement of the F-
emission relative to the Ne-like emission features as the
electron fraction goes from 0 to 5.031025 of the bulk popu-
lation. Looking at the case ofNe51.031021 cm23 ~left!, the
average charge of the ion distribution is shifted only sligh
by the inclusion of small fractions (f hot<1025) of hot elec-
trons, i.e.,̂ Z&518.76, 18.77, and 18.84 forf 50, 1026, and
1025, respectively. For hot electron populationsf hot.1025

the increase is larger, witĥZ&519.14 for f hot5531025.
The escape factors discussed in Sec. IV B~for L
5150 mm) shifted the ionization state distribution to a mo
highly charged equilibrium by an amount comparable to
shift caused by thef hot5531025 hot electron population

FIG. 6. CR spectra with escape factors for Mg-, Na-, Ne-,
and O-like Cu ions computed forTe5250 eV,Ne51021 cm23, and
different plasma diameters. The Ne-like Cu191 lines have been la-
beled in the upper panel, all line feature have been given a Gau
profile with a 3.0 m Å FWHM.
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i.e., ;0.4 electrons. For smaller plasma diameters, the ef
of the escape factors on the ionization state of the plasm
comparable to the effect of the smaller hot electron popu
tions, a shift of;0.2 electrons higher. One observes in F
7 that by increasing the density by an order of magnitude,
effect of the hot electrons is somewhat mitigated. This
seen particularly in the relative strengths of the 6D and a
transitions, and the 6C andh transitions. There is no obvi
ous enhancement of any O-like lines in the left panel of F
7 (Ne51021 cm23), this is because the O-like fractiona
population, although increased to 4.431023 when f hot
51025 from 2.631024 when f hot50, it is still quite small
and O-like lines show up only weakly. In the right panel, t
increase in electron density raises the fraction of O-like io
present by a factor of 2 for all values off hot, but the O-like
lines are still too weak forTbulk5200 eV, f hot5531025 to
be seen in Fig. 7.

Figure 8 shows the same comparison as in Fig. 7, n
with escape factors included in the calculation, in this cas
plasma diameter of 30mm has been assumed. By the sta
dards of the discussion in Sec. IV A and above, this dim
sion is small; however, forNe51022 cm23 this size is still
large enough to cause appreciable self-absorption of som
the Ne-like lines. The relative strengths of lines within t
Ne-like charge state are unaffected by the presence of the
electrons, which lets us deconvolve the enhancement of
ization balance due to hot electrons from the increased a
age charge state that also results from the inclusion of es
factors. Opacity effects perturb thenC andnD series in the
Ne-like ion differently than thenA, B, F, and nG series,
thus, the ratio of F-like to Ne-like ion abundance and t
relative strengths of Ne-like Rydberg transitions let us ass
the relative importance of opacity effects and hot elect
populations. Simulations show that there is little differen
in any of these results forThot going from 2–10 keV.

V. PLASMA ANALYSIS

A. Type I plasmas

Figure 9 compares two simulations for a 15-ns pu
Nd:glass LPP spectrum computed with~top! and without
~bottom! self-absorption. For the simulation, an isotherm
spherical plasma is assumed with a diameter of 150mm,
Ne51.031021 cm23, andTion5Te5250 eV; the theoretica
traces have both been normalized to the well-resolvedC
line. The laser intensity on target is'7.531011 W/cm2, the
laser spot size is'300 mm. The assumed plasma diamet
for the escape factor calculation is probably a factor o
smaller than the x-ray emitting plasma volume; this is felt
be reasonable for an isothermal, homogenous approxima
to the physical plasma. The observed data are time i
grated, and of course, the plasma from the untamped ta
will have both strong temperature and density gradien
However, the persistence of the Ne-like ion across a rang
plasma temperatures, and the insensitivity of the rela
strengths of the Ne-like line features to changes in temp
ture and density~Figs. 4 and 5! means that our assume
plasma conditions are a good representation of the ave
plasma state. One sees that the calculation with s

,

ian
2-7
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FIG. 7. CR models for O-like to Mg-like copper ions withTbulk5200 eV, Ne51.031021 ~left! and 1.031022 cm23 ~right!, and
increasing hot electron (Thot55 keV) fraction~from top to bottom!, as labeled in the figure.
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absorption does a better job of reproducing the 4A, 4B, 5F,
and 5D relative intensities compared to the optically th
model; this is because the intensities of the 5C and 5D lines
are strongly affected by the escape factors. For plasma d
etersL,150mm, the 5D and 6D lines are too strong, and
the 4B line is too weak. In both calculations, the 6D line is
overestimated, although the relative intensity of both 6C and
6D are closer to the data for the calculation with esca
factors. This suggests that there may be more self-absorp
in the high-n lines than we are predicting with our simp
model. 4B line is too weak. In both calculations, the 6D line
is overestimated, although the relative intensity of bothC
and 6D are closer to the data for the calculation with esca
factors. This suggests that there may be more self-absorp
in the high-n lines than we are predicting with our simp
model. The simulation in Fig. 9 overall shows very go
agreement for the Ne-like Cu191 features and the F-like
Cu201 featuresh, z, «, anda. For a 50 or 100mm plasma
diameter, the F-like features are always underpredic
There are two bunches of 2p-6d Na-like Cu181 and 2p-4d
O-like Cu211 features between 8.16 and 8.32 Å that are
derpredicted. Given the time-integrated nature of the ob
vations and our steady-state simulations, we cannot acc
for emission from the plasma that occurs when conditio
01640
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are far from the average conditions that we are modeli
Variation of the set of parameters in the upper panel of Fig
is discussed in the paragraph below.

In the simulations, we find that changingL from 50 to
150 mm causes the strength of the 5D line to be reduced by
'12%, while the strengths of thea and h features are in-
creased by'33%. These two criteria, the strength of the 5D
line and the strengths of thea andh F-like transitions, are
optimized to give us the resulting plasma conditions. For
simulation in Fig. 9, an equally satisfactory fit to the data
achieved forTe5300 eV, Ne5531020 cm23, and an as-
sumedL5150 mm. The resultinĝ Z& for Te5300 eV, Ne
5531020, L5150 mm, is very close to that for the simula
tion in the upper panel of Fig. 9 being 0.05 electrons m
ionized, however, the hotter, lower-density calculation do
have twice as much O-like Cu211 present. ForTe5200 eV,
the F-like features are always too weak. For a densityNe
>531021 cm23, there is too much absorption on all Ne-lik
lines even for an assumedL as small as 50mm, and forNe
>1022, in a calculation with escape factors, the F-like a
O-like transitions form a veritable forest of lines that loo
nothing like the data. Thus, the plasma electron tempera
is known to within 50 eV, and the electron density is seen
be within a factor of two of the critical density for
1.055-mm laser.
2-8
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FIG. 8. CR models for O-like to Mg-like copper ions withTbulk5200 eV, Ne51.031021 ~left! and 1.031022 cm23 ~right!, computed
with escape factors for all transitions (L530 mm,Tion5Te) and increasing hot electron (Thot55 keV) fraction ~from top to bottom!, as
labeled in the figure.
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In Fig. 10, we compare data from a type I LPP spectr
produced by moving the focusing lens 5 mm from the po
tion of best focus with simulations done atTe5200 eV, Ne
51021 cm23 with and without optical depths. The contra
between the data in Figs. 9 and 10 shows that reducing
plasma electron temperature by defocusing the laser
presses the F-like (h, z, «, anda) and O-like lines. In this
case, the lower-temperature simulation with escape fac
included does a good job of reproducing the correct stren
of the F-like features relative to the Ne-like lines. We al
find that the 5F, 6F, and 6G lines are enhanced relative t
the 5C, 6C, and 6D lines beyond what the optically thin
model predicts~see Sec. IV B and Fig. 6!. The behavior of
the 5F, 6F, and 6G lines further supports the choice o
plasma conditions in our simulations. The simulations
type II and type III LPPs, discussed in the next sectio
require consideration of a hot electron population in addit
to optical depths.

B. Type II plasmas

Figure 11 shows five spectra taken from high-contr
type II Cu LPPs. The lens has been shifted in each shot f
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best focus~bottom trace! to 21.8 mm from best focus~top
trace!, thus reducing the plasma temperature going from b
tom to top. This is reflected by the gradual disappearanc
O-like and F-like features, and the dominance of the Ne-l
Cu191 lines. The intensity of the laser on target isI main
51016, 3.331015, 231015, 1015, and 1014 W/cm2, respec-
tively. The diameter of the x-ray emitting plasma volume
these shots ranges from 100–150mm to 300–500mm as the
laser is defocused. The expected density in these plasm
within a factor of 2 of the critical density for 1.055mm light,
i.e., 0.531021–2.031021 cm23; however, our calculations
can also find good agreement with the observations for d
sities as high asNe51022 cm23. Hot electrons are seen to b
present, as will be discussed below. The presence of a l
prepulse can enhance the hot electron population@12,13#, but
for the present work the difference between the high- a
low-contrast type II spectra is not enough to demonstrate
conclusively. At present, we have no ability to reduce t
first type of prepulse described for the ‘‘Neodym’’ laser~Sec.
II !, or to increase the overall contrast between the aggre
prepulse and the main laser pulse.

Figure 12 compares data from a type II LPP with simu
tions that include both hot electrons and escape factors.
2-9
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FOURNIERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016402 ~2003!
this case, the data are from high-intensity (1016 W/cm2),
low-contrast (I main/I pp5105) shots. The simulations show
are for an optically thin plasma withTe5400 eV andNe
51021 cm23 ~middle!, and for a plasma withTe5350 eV,
Ne51021 cm23, escape factors included with an assum
plasma diameter of 50mm andf hot51025 ~bottom!. The two
simulations give comparable reproductions of the data;
higher-temperature, optically thin run matches the strengt
the F-like and, in particular, the O-like lines better. There
little difference in the Ne-like spectrum for runs with an
without escape factors forTe>350 eV because the fractio
of Ne-like ions present at such temperatures is strongly
duced, thus the absorber-ion density is not enough to g
rise to strong opacity effects forL<100 mm. Given the 100
mm focal-spot diameter in these experiments, the size of
x-ray emitting plasma is less than this. For the F-like sp
trum, theu, h, anda lines have the correct relative heigh
for Te5400 eV and f hot50 and for Te5350 eV and f hot
51025. The ratio of the F-like to Ne-like lines is better i
Fig. 12 for the optically thin simulation, givingf hot51025 as
an upper limit. However, forTe5350 eV andf hot50, the
F-like lines are far too weak compared to the data in Fig.
suggesting some hot electrons are present. Finally, the O
2p-4d transitions labeled in Fig. 12 are better reproduced
the Te5400 eV, optically thin simulation. A good fit to th
observed data can also be achieved withTe5300 eV, Ne
51022, and f hot51025 ~not shown in Fig. 12!. The addition
of any escape factors (L>20 mm! at this density creates

FIG. 9. ~Color! Type I LPP spectrum~15-ns pulse withEpulse

58 J), data~pink! have been overlaid with a CR spectra~blue!
computed with ~top! and without ~bottom! escape factors (Te

5250 eV, Ne51021 cm23, for escape factors:Tion5250 eV, L
5150 mm).
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spectrum with many more weak lines between the main f
tures than are actually seen in the measured spectra
shown in Fig. 7, the increased bulk electron density ofNe
51022 cm23 mitigates the effect of the hot electrons makin
f hot51025 plausible. However, given the laser prepulse, t
density is very high for the blow-off plasma from our C
targets. Further experiments were done looking
temperature- and density-sensitive lines in theK-shell spec-
tra of Mg and Al; conditions similar to those describe
above,Te5350–400 eV,Ne'1021 cm23 were found.

Figure 13 shows data from a type II LPP shot with hi
contrast between the prepulse and the main pulse. The fo
ing lens has been shifted slightly from the position of b
focus, so the intensity,I 53.331015 W/cm2, and conse-
quently the plasma bulk electron temperature is sligh
lower than in Fig. 12. The data in this figure extend to shor
wavelengths than in Fig. 12, and very high-n members of the
nC and nD series in Ne-like Cu191, for which only calcu-
lated transition wavelengths were listed in Ref.@23#, can be
seen. Also, despite the prediction in Ref.@23# that the 6A,B
and 7A,B lines would be difficult to observe due to larg
branching ratios towards autoionization, we can clearly id
tify features in the data at the right wavelengths, which a
have the correct relative intensities in the simulation. F-l
Cu201 transitions of the form 2p-8d, 2p-7d, and 2s-5p
give rise to very strong features between 7.25 and 7.40
each of which is composed of 2–8 unresolved lines. O
simulation does not have the CR intensities computed

FIG. 10. ~Color! Type I LPP spectrum~15-ns pulse withEpulse

58 J, lens moved 5 mm from best focus!, data~pink! have been
overlaid with a CR spectra~blue! computed with~top! and without
~bottom! escape factors (Te5200 eV, Ne51021 cm23, for escape
factors:Tion5200 eV, L5150 mm).
2-10
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FIG. 11. Type II ~ps-pulse!
LPP spectra where the laser focu
has been changed, withD f 50.0,
0.22, 0.35, 0.56, and 1.8 mm
from bottom to top, respectively
All of these shots were in the high
contrastI main/I pp;107 regime.
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transitions withn>10 for any isoelectronic sequence, so t
simulation in Fig. 13 does not show any of the very highn
nC andnD Ne-like features that are labeled; fortunately, t
n52 to n56,7,8 transitions for the F- and O-like ions d
fall in this spectral window. The relative intensities of the
and O-like lines to each other, and to the relatively we
Ne-like lines, do not demonstrate sensitivity to hot electr
populations. The strength of the F- and O-like lines in t
spectrum is strongly dependent on the inclusion of esc
factors in the simulation. We find the best agreement with
observations for simulations withL between 30–50mm. In
this case, with the lens slightly defocused, the x-ray emitt
plasma has a diameter between 150–200mm. We find the
best agreement with the data for a simulation that has a
sity of Ne51022 cm23, this is based on the strength of man
weak F- and O-like lines that are only visible in the simu
tion for Ne51022 cm23 ~compare the middle and bottom
01640
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traces in Fig. 13!. Since the data in Fig. 13 are from sho
with high contrast between the prepulse and main la
pulse, it is possible that there is less of a preformed blow
plasma, and thus higher densities are achieved. We cann
present, claim that this spectrum offers unambiguous e
dence of hot electron populations, but our simulations
indicate that an upper limit on the hot electron fraction
131025.

C. Type III plasmas

Figure 14 shows data from a type III plasma produced
a 60-fs Ti:sapphire laser pulse (Epulse5800 mJ,I
51018 W/cm2). The synthetic spectra for the Ne-, F-, an
O-like lines from the CR model atTe5200 eV, Ne
51022 cm23 including a population of 5-keV electron
( f hot5531025) are also shown in Fig. 14, each line h
-
e

FIG. 12. High-intensity
(1016 W/cm2), type II ~ps-pulse!
LPP spectrum~top! with the laser
at best focus and low contrast be
tween the main pulse and th
prepulse (I main/I pp5105). Also
shown are two simulations with
~middle! Te5400 eV, Ne

51021 cm23, and f hot50 and
with ~bottom! Te5350 eV, Ne

51021 cm23, f hot51025 and es-
cape factors included (L550
mm!.
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FIG. 13. High-intensity (3.331015 W/cm2),
type II ~ps-pulse! LPP spectrum~top! with the
focusing lens shifted 0.22 mm from best focu
and high contrast between the main pulse and
prepulse (I main/I pp5107). Also shown is a simu-
lation with Te5300 eV, Ne51022 cm23, f hot

51025 and with escape factors included (L
530 mm, middle!, and a spectrum calculate
with Te5300 eV, Ne51021 cm23, f hot51025

and escape factors (L550 mm, bottom!.
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been give a Gaussian shape with a 3.5 mÅ full width at h
maximum~FWHM!. From the agreement between the calc
lated and observed transition wavelengths in Fig. 14, i
clear that the measured wavelengths in this plasma are
accurate than in the Nd:glass LPPs. Further, the system
growth of the difference between observed and calcula
wavelengths, indicated by the dashed lines in Fig. 14, s
gests that the dispersion in this case may not be well ca
lated. This may explain why the higher-n (n>7) lines in the
Ne-like spectrum do not appear in the data. The relative
tensities of the 5D, 5C, 4A, and 4B transitions show good
agreement with the observed lines. The relative strength
these lines are unaffected by the presence of the hot e
trons. The laser spot size in these experiments was'30 mm,
giving rise to an x-ray emitting plasma with a diameter
30–100mm, a size too small for opacity effects to play
role. The strength of the F-like featuresa, h, andu are in
good agreement with each other and with the Ne-like f
tures in the simulation. For a smaller hot electron populati
the F-like lines are underestimated~see evolution in Figs. 7
and 8!. The bulk temperature must be as high as 350 eV

FIG. 14. ~Color! Data from a type III LPP~60-fs pulse,I
51018 W/cm2) and calculated CR spectra for Ne-~blue!, F-like
~green!, and O-like~purple! Cu ions. The synthetic trace is from a
optically thin calculation with Tbulk5200 eV, Ne51022 cm23,
Thot55.0 keV, f hot5531025.
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order to see similar Ne- to F-like line ratios, however, t
presence of O-like transitions between 8.16 and 8.32
would also be strongly enhanced, and they are clearly
seen in the data shown in Fig. 14. This is a bulk tempera
too high for the given laser energy, thus the presence of
electrons in the type III spectrum is confirmed.

VI. DISCUSSION

Recently, a thorough work was carried out modeling t
effect of hot electrons on theL-shell spectra of highly
charged Kr ions emitted following the irradiation of atom
clusters in supersonic gas jets@22#. In that work, it was found
that for similar irradiation conditions to those used in t
present type III experiments, a Kr plasma is produced w
Te5300–400 eV,Ne51 –231021 cm23, and a population
of hot electrons with a Gaussian energy distributionEhot cen-
tered at 5.0 keV that is 2–4 % of the bulk population. D
ferences in the electron heat conductivity of the gas-clu
plasma and the solid-target plasma of the present work m
direct comparison of the derived bulk temperatures mean
less. The difference in derived electron densities, an orde
magnitude, is due to the different initial densities of the g
targets in Ref.@22# and the solid targets of the present wor
In Ref. @22#, the Gaussian EDF was chosen since the redu
thermal conductivity of the Kr-cluster plasma leads to
longer thermalization time for the hot electrons compared
their thermalization in the bulk copper targets of the pres
work. Calculations in Ref.@22# show that the bi-Maxwellian
EDF with a cold bulk temperature and a small hot populat
has the same effect on electron impact excitation rates a
EDF with a cold bulk temperature and a Gaussian hot e
tron population that is'2 –3 orders of magnitude larger tha
the hot Maxwellian population. Thus, the derived hot ele
tron fraction for the type III LPPs of the present work a
consistent with the hot electron populations found for t
same laser-irradiation conditions in Ref.@22#.

The work of Younget al. in Ref. @5# is the only other
work we are aware of that looks atL-shell emission from
solid targets irradiated by subpicosecond lasers. In that w
2-12
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INFLUENCE OF OPTICAL THICKNESS AND HOT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 67, 016402 ~2003!
for laser intensities lower than those in our type III expe
ments by a factor of 3, space and time integrated spectra
bulk plasma temperatures ranging from 250–430 eV,
near solid densities. For those experiments, the laser w
length was 400 nm (2v for a Ti:sapphire laser!, a factor of 2
shorter than in the present work. The laser-pulse duratio
Ref. @5# was 130 fs, twice as long as in the present work, a
the contrast between the prepulse and the main laser p
was much sharper than in the present work as a consequ
of working with 2v light. Differences in the level of
prepulse and the laser-target coupling at the different wa
lengths used make further direct comparisons of these
experiments difficult. With the poorer contrast ratio of t
present work, the lower-density plasma with a hot elect
population that we have found is very reasonable. We
unaware of any other investigations ofL-shell spectra from
solid targets irradiated by intense,I>1018 W/cm2, subpico-
second lasers.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have observed x-ray lines from high-n transitions in
near neonlike copper ions from three different laser-produ
plasmas. We emphasize that then52 to n55,6,7,8 transi-
tions in F-like Cu201 and O-like Cu211 have not been exam
ined in detail before. The effects of increasing electron d
sity on both plasma self-absorption and inner-shell excita
due to hot electrons have been demonstrated: absorptio
strongly enhanced with increasing density while the effec
the hot electrons is reduced. We show that for the cas
ns-scale LPPs, treating opacity effects, in the present w
with escape factors, is necessary for reproducing the cor
relative intensities of high-n Ne-like Cu191 lines. For the
irradiation conditions used here,I'1012 W/cm2, we find
plasma electron temperatures from 250–300 eV and elec
densities 0.531021–1.031021 cm23. The actual x-ray emit-
ting plasma has a diameter of the order of 300mm, we find
an adequate description for the escape factors assumi
homogeneous, isothermal plasma with a diameterL5150
mm. The escape factors are a sensitive lever on the
charge state distribution; only with escape factors can the
and O-like ion populations be adequately enhanced. For
ev
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scale LPPs, we find that high-temperature,Te5400 eV, op-
tically thin simulations withNe51021 cm23 reproduce well
the observed spectra for high-intensity,I'1016 W/cm2, laser
shots with low contrast between the laser prepulse and
main laser pulse. We find an upper limit off hot<1025 in
these spectra. For the ps-scale shots with the laser at its
focus, the scale of the x-ray emitting plasma was'100mm;
for the highest intensities, these plasmas are too hot
small for opacity effects to be significant on the Ne-lik
Cu191 transitions. For ps-scale LPPs with higher contr
between the prepulse and the main laser pulse, we find
simulations with electron densities as high asNe
51022 cm23, and both hot electron populations and esca
factors, are necessary to match the observed F- and O
copper ion spectra. In this case, the laser has been defoc
and the 150–200mm diameter x-ray emitting plasma is we
simulated with an assumed diameter of 30–50mm for a ho-
mogeneous, isothermal plasma. The strength of then52 to
n55,6,7,8 spectra in F- and O-like copper ions is partic
larly sensitive to a combination of the assumed plasma
ameter and higher plasma electron densities (Ne
51022 cm23). These higher densities are found in simu
tions of shots with high contrast between the laser prepu
and the main pulse. We cannot, at present, control the c
trast between the prepulse and main laser pulse well eno
to demonstrate the dependence of the hot electron popula
on this parameter. In spectra from a 60-fs LPP, for a la
intensity I 51018 W/cm2, we find a bulk electron tempera
ture Te5200 eV, and an electron densityNe'1022 cm23.
The enhancement of the F-like ion population is clearly se
indicating that a hot electron populationf hot'231025–
531025 is present.
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